
 
 

 

 

 

 

EMME-CARE Innovation Workshop Agenda 
Cité Internationale Universitaire de Paris, 17 boulevard Jourdan, 75014 Paris, France 

Contact us: ivonne.albarus@cea.fr or philipp.kozin@lsce.ipsl.fr 

 

Monday, 12 February 2018 

 (10.00-18.00) 

 
 

What is EMME-CARE? 
 

EMME-CARE is an EU funded project that aims at establishing a new Climate and 

Atmosphere REsearch Centre of Excellence in the Eastern Mediterranean and Middle 

East region. With a population of almost 400 million people, this area is facing the intertwined 

challenges of climate change and increasing air pollution. The EMME-CARE world-class 

research centre, to be hosted by the Cyprus Institute will focus on environmental challenges 

and provide services based on latest atmospheric research, related to greenhouse gases, aerosols 

and climate change. 

  

The workshop will serve as a forum for discussion of innovation potential, business 

opportunities and specific partnering needs that the new research centre will address. Your 

participation is important for us and it will be highly beneficial to you, because: 

 

-The new research centre will provide access to its partners with advanced educational 

market and research facilities. It will facilitate joint ventures, public-private partnerships, 

exchange of contacts and knowledge. 

 

-The new research centre will be strategically located at the interface of two potentially 

large markets for atmospheric monitoring and (indoor/outdoor) air quality (i.e. Europe and the 

Middle East). This will open great opportunities for developing, testing and selling sensors for 

atmospheric measurements, various platforms for their installations (including drones), as well 

as for providing numerous services for atmospheric measurements. 

 
 

 

  



 
 

 

Program 

 

10:00-11:00 Meet and greet coffee  

11:00-13:00 – Chair: Jos Lelieveld (MPIC) 

Jean SCIARE/ George BISKOS (The Cyprus Institute) 30 min 

The EMME-CARE innovation strategy 

 

Phil DECOLA (Sigma Space & Univ. of Maryland) 30 min 

You can manage what you measure - Progress toward an Integrated 

Global Greenhouse Gas Information System 

 

Philippe CIAIS (LSCE) 20 min 

GHG observations delivering innovation to reduce emissions: the TRACE program    

 

Discussion: mechanisms and principles of collaboration  40 min 

Chair: Jean Sciare  

Moderator: Pierantonios Papazoglou 

 

13:00-14:00 Lunch break  

14:00-15:30 – Chair: Pierantonios Papazoglou (The Cyprus Institute) 

Tuukka PETÄJÄ (UHEL) 15 min 

On the collaboration between universities and private enterprises: UHEL experiences 

 

Sarah DUBREIL/ Fouzi BENKHELIFA (SUEZ / ORIGINS) 10 min 

Origins: measuring urban CO2 emissions 

 

Fadoua ABOUBI (LEOSPHERE) 10 min 

Innovative laser based solution for Climate and Atmosphere Research 

 

Armand ALBERGEL (ARIA TECHNOLOGIES) 10 min 

Link between research and applications, example of the SME role in emission  

inventories, air quality forecast and climate projections 

 

Rafael CUESTA (SEADM) 10 min 

High Resolution DMA for Atmospheric Analysis 

 

Frederic WEIS (Palas GmbH) 10 min 

Taking ambient air monitoring to the next level - The Fidas(R) technology 

 



 
 

 

David LE DUR/ A. MARPILLAT (ADDAIR) 10 min 

New technics and approach for the aerosol measurement in ambient air and  

stack emission 

 

15:30 - 16:10 Networking snack/coffee 

16:10-16:45 – Chair: Jean Sciare (The Cyprus Institute) 35 min 

Discussion: open models for public private partnership  

Moderator: Pierantonios Papazoglou 

 

16:45-17:00 Wrap-up discussion / Conclusions 

 

17:00 – 18:00 Closed meeting, EMME-CARE members only  

 

 

 



 
 

 

List of EMME-CARE Innovative workshop participants  

Jean-Daniel Paris  CEA/LSCE Jdparis@lsce.ipsl.fr 

François Dulac CEA/LSCE francois.dulac@cea.fr 

Philippe Ciais CEA/LSCE philippe.ciais@cea.fr 

Philipp Kozin CEA/LSCE philipp.kozin@lsce.ipsl.fr 

Marc Delmotte CEA/LSCE marc.delmotte@lsce.ipsl.fr 

Ivonne Albarus CEA/LSCE ivonne.albarus@cea.fr 

Olivier Laurent CEA/LSCE olivier.laurent@lsce.ipsl.fr 

Valerie Gros CEA/LSCE valerie.gros@lsce.ipsl.fr 

Grégoire Broquet CEA/LSCE gregoire.broquet@lsce.ipsl.fr 

Frédéric Chevallier CEA/LSCE frederic.chevallier@lsce.ipsl.fr 

Jean Sciare The Cyprus Institute j.sciare@cyi.ac.cy 

George Biskos The Cyprus Institute g.biskos@cyi.ac.cy 

Pierantonios Papazoglou The Cyprus Institute coordination.eewrc@cyi.ac.cy 

Euripides G. Stephanou The Cyprus Institute e.stephanou@cyi.ac.cy 

Tuukka Petäjä University of Helsinki tuukka.petaja@helsinki.fi 

Laura Riuttanen University of Helsinki laura.riuttanen@helsinki.fi 

Holger C. Tülp MPIC h.tulp@mpic.de 

Jos Lelieveld MPIC jos.lelieveld@mpic.de 

Fouzi Benkhelifa SUEZ / Origins fouzi.benkhelifa@explicit.fr 

Sarah Dubreil SUEZ / Origins s.dubreil@suez.com 

Caroline Bouchet SUEZ / Origins caroline.bouchet@suez.com  

Armand Albergel ARIA Technologies aalbergel@aria.fr 

Fanny Velay-Lasry ARIA Technologies fvelay@aria.fr 

David Le Dur ADDAIR d.ledur@addair.fr 

Alexandre Marpillat ADDAIR a.marpillat@addair.fr 

Juergen Spielvogel TSI GmbH juergen.spielvogel@tsi.com 

Séverine Dubroecq TSI Inc. severine.dubroecq@tsi.com 

Felicity Sharp Ecotech felicity.sharp@ecotech.com 

Claude Camy-Peyret IPSL claude.camy-peyret@upmc.fr 

Pantelis Michalis ADITESS LTD mp@aditess.com 

M. Michel Attoui Université Paris Est Créteil attoui@u-pec.fr 

Benjamin Guinot  CNRS benjamin.guinot@gmail.com 

Fadoua Aboubi LEOSPHERE faboubi@leosphere.com 

Silvia López Vidal RAMEM slopez@ioner.net 

Sarah Safieddine LATMOS/IPSL/UPMC sarah.safieddine@latmos.ipsl.fr 

Rafael Cuesta  SEADM  rafael.cuesta@seadm.com 

Christof Asbach IUTA asbach@iuta.de 

Frederik Weis Palas GmbH frederik.weis@palas.de 

Edward Butcher Oxentia ed.butcher@oxentia.com 

Phil DeCola Sigma Space  pdecola@umd.edu 

Pascal Prunet SPASCIA pascal.prunet@spascia.fr 
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Venue of EMME-CARE Innovative workshop 
 

The EMME-CARE workshop will be organized at the “Cité Internationale Universitaire 

de Paris”. The address of the venue is Cité Internationale Universitaire de Paris, 17 

boulevard Jourdan, 75014, PARIS (Google Maps: goo.gl/4ZzsWe).  

The venue is located in the vicinity of the RER B, local train station “Cité 

Universitaire”. The RER B is the direct train line from both city airports, Charles-de-Gaulle 

and Orly.  

In case you arrive at Charles-De-Gaulle airport please purchase the tickets directly 

at the airport and take the RER B to “Citè Universitaire” station (direction “Robinson” or 

“Saint-Rémy lès Chevreuse”). Exit the train at the station “Cité Universitaire” and follow to 

the venue, as shown on the map below. Alternatively you can take the taxi from the CDG airport 

to the venue (approx. 50 Eur). 

 

In case you arrive at Orly airport, please purchase a ticket to the ORLYVAL direct 

shuttle-train. This train will bring you to “Antony” station (RER line B). At Antony station 

please take the RER B train in the direction of “Aeroport Charles-De Gaulle” or in the direction 

of “Mitry Claye”. Exit at the station “Cité Universitaire” and proceed to the venue as shown on 

the map below. Alternatively you can take a taxi from Orly airport to the venue (approx. 25 

Eur). 

 

The route scheme of the RER B train can be found in the attachment. At the map, the 

arrival airports are marked with the red arrows, while the venue station is marked with the green 

arrow. To find more information about the price of the trains or other means of transportation 

please check the following link: https://www.ratp.fr/en/titres-et-tarifs/airport-tickets 

 

https://www.google.fr/maps/place/Cit%C3%A9+internationale+universitaire+de+Paris/@48.8200762,2.3362636,17z/data=!3m1!4b1!4m5!3m4!1s0x47e671a1a98df859:0x1c4282bc491b8270!8m2!3d48.8200762!4d2.3384523?dcr=0
https://www.ratp.fr/en/titres-et-tarifs/airport-tickets


 
 

 

 
 

 

 


